We propose a new algorithm for calculating the 3D omni-directional minimum distance from the cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA) tip to blood vessels. The distance is selected from many shorter distances calculated by the GPU cores for many pixels. First, we use z-buffering (depth buffering) as the classic matured function of the GPU to effectively obtain depths (the distances to blood vessels) corresponding to many pixels. Second, we calculate the Euclidean distance from the scalpel tip to the closest z-values of the depths by multiple GPU cores for all pixels. The many pixels are prepared within a cubic region overlapped by six rectangular parallelepipeds along the +X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, and -Z axes centered at the CUSA tip. In this algorithm, all cores are not distinguished within six cubes. Finally, we evaluate the algorithm performance with regard to calculation time and visual reality using an inexpensive GPU (GTX950). Our experimental results show that the calculation time is twice as fast, and the visual reality is also improved.
Introduction
Many researchers have proposed various accelerating algorithms based on a General-Purpose Graphics Processing Unit (GPGPU) used in computer vision, 3D structure modeling, 3D simulators, sorting, databases and so on [1] - [4] . Especially, concerning to shortest distance problem, GPU-based parallel calculation is frequently used for selecting the shortest path among discrete graph [5] - [8] . Regarding the calculation of the distance and/or intersection detection between a point and an object or multiple objects, a GPU has the following advantages: 1) quick digitalization of all objects by z-buffering, which is the classic matured function of a GPU; 2) fast calculation of the minimum distance and/or volume intersection between a point and an object or multiple objects using multi-cores of the GPU in parallel; and 3) free calculation and synchronous selection of the minimum distance from shorter distances along many directions from many viewpoints using multi-cores of the GPU in parallel.
If each stereo-lithography (STL) is processed by the z-buffering of the GPU, a z-value reaching the boundary of the STL is individually calculated for each pixel. If the z-value at each pixel indicates that the STL's patch is closer to the viewer than the z-value in the z-buffer, the z-value memorized in the buffer is changed by the STL's value. Moreover, the z-value of the closest patch can be preserved through the GPU background removal function. As a result, a cuboid can be obtained with the width and pixilation calculated using the z-value of the surface and the reverse side of the polyhedron, resulting in a cuboid digital approximation of the polyhedra. Therefore, we can calculate the Euclidean distances from the tip of the scalpel to the rectangular parallelepipeds in parallel using multi-cores of the GPU, the smallest of which represents the shortest distance for one arbitrary direction [9] .
The superimposition calculation of the liver, the three types of blood vessel cuboids, and the cavitron ultrasonic surgical aspirator (CUSA) scalpel cuboids can be performed instantly by the GPU, thus enabling a rapid calculation of the embedded distance and the embedded regions. From this embedding, for example, an artificial sense of touch is constructed with the Kelvin-Voigt model, which can be experienced through a tactile feedback device. Furthermore, the polyhedra can be rapidly transformed in response to the embedded region, allowing the concave region to become visible [10] - [12] .
On the basis of the above mentioned pre-processing, we calculated the shortest distance from the CUSA tip to the three types of blood vessels (portal veins, arteries, and veins) along the CUSA's moving direction, having a single dimension [9] . In this omni-directional algorithm, the previously revised algorithm calculates the shorter Euclidean distances six times individually around the CUSA tip along the X, -X, Y, -Y, Z and -Z axes and then selects the shortest distance from the six shorter ones [13] . The algorithm's performance is dammed by the individual processing of six cubes. To overcome this defective point, we employ a completely parallel processing algorithm for all rectangular parallelepipeds within the six directional cubes. As a result, the universal algorithm always selects the omni-directional distance two times faster than the previously proposed algorithm.
Using the shortest distances to portal veins, arteries, vein blood vessels, and the liver tumor, a doctor can avoid cutting blood vessels as well as maintain a constant distance from the liver tumor using the CUSA, and consequently, they can protect the quality of postoperative life of the patient. This approach has already been incorporated into our navigation software used in liver surgeries [14] . In the future, we hope to superimpose real and virtual livers using several techniques of Mixed Reality.
(a) (b) Fig. 1 . (a) STL (stereo-lithography) liver with blood vessels converted from patient DICOM data, (b) a human operates a CUSA scalpel STL on the blood vessels using the Phantom Omni force-feedback device.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes several kinds of STLs such as a whole liver, blood vessels, and CUSA surgery scalpels. Also, we newly propose our GPU-based 3D-omindirectional algorithm in order to calculate the shortest distance from the CUSA tip to the three types of blood vessels. Our algorithm is written in pseudo language and includes a sequential bit count (selection of the minimum distance from many calculated distances for a lot of pixels) via many cores of the GPU working in parallel.
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Because of the parallel processing, the computational time of the algorithm is always fixed, even when the surface number of STLs increases, thus making minor distance errors a possibility. In section 3, we evaluate our GPU-based 3D-omindirectional algorithm using an inexpensive GPU (GTX950). Finally, a summary of the study is provided in Section 4. 
Materials and Methods
Before using our algorithm, we captured the Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) data of the liver of a patient through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT). We then converted the DICOM data into a polyhedron in STL format. The purpose of using STL is to ensure excellent visual quality, and to rapidly calculate a depth image using z-buffering of the GPU ( Fig. 1(a) ). In our liver surgical navigation study [13] , we selected the tip motion of the CUSA by using a haptics (position/force-feedback) device ( Fig. 1(b) ).
A year ago, we first proposed the one-directional shortest Euclidean distance calculation algorithm [9] . We developed this GPU-based algorithm for calculating the distance and/or intersection detection between a point and an object or multiple objects to solve a significant problem with the classic CPU-based algorithm. The calculation time of the classic CPU-based algorithm proportionally depends on the number of object patches, i.e., the shape complexity of the target objects (polyhedrons) [15] .
Contrasted with this, the calculation time of our GPU-based algorithm is inversely proportional to the core count. The calculation time of our GPU-based algorithm is always constant, and does not depend on the number of object patches, i.e., the shape complexity of the target objects (polyhedrons). The basic idea of our GPU-based algorithm is as follows: As shown in Fig. 2 , all liver parts (portal veins, arteries, vein blood vessels, and the liver tumor) are independently digitized into a set of rectangular parallelepipeds. Then, all the Euclidean distances from the CUSA tip T to all the closest endpoints (z-values in the Z-buffer) of the rectangular parallelepipeds within the six digitized cubes and (x,y) values in depth image are calculated by the GPUs multi-cores in parallel. Fig. 3 presents the application of the one-directional algorithm in an arbitrary surgical simulation and/or navigation in the 2D environment. This 3D version was tested in a virtual environment, including the CUSA and blood vessel STL [9] . We used a sequence of bits that corresponded to each digitized distance. Fig. 4 presents the application of the omni-directional algorithm in an arbitrary surgical simulation and/or navigation in the 2D environment. This 3D version was tested in a virtual environment, including the CUSA and blood vessel STL [13] .
These algorithms use a sequence of bits that correspond to each digitized distance. Each GPU core sets an
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arbitrary bit corresponding to its calculated Euclidean distance in parallel. First, all bits are initially set to 0, and bit setting is then simultaneously performed by all active cores. For this reason, we escaped exclusive control concerning the shortest distance selection by using multiple cores. In Fig. 5 , all the bits are in common memory, and are renewed by all GPU cores in parallel processing. Fig. 3 . In 2D space, we explain the one-directional shortest Euclidean distance calculation algorithm. We indicate the allocation of the CUSA scalpel, its moving direction, and a cube calculating different distances of all liver parts (portal veins, arteries, vein blood vessels, and liver tumor). In the distance-calculating cube, all liver parts are independently digitized into a set of rectangular parallelepipeds.
If the measuring range is defined within [0 mm, 50 mm], and the common memory is 50 bits, then each bit corresponds to 1 mm. Moreover, the precision of the calculated depth along the Z-axis is 50 mm/16*n (n being an arbitrarily selected value). If n = 1, the distance error along the Z-axis from this division would be 50 mm/16 = about 3 mm. If n = 16, then the distance error along the Z-axis from the division would be 50 mm/256 = about 0.2 mm. Fig. 4 . In 2D space, we explain the omni-directional shortest Euclidean distance calculation algorithm. We indicate the allocation of the CUSA scalpel, its moving direction, and a cube calculating different distances of all liver parts (portal veins, arteries, vein blood vessels, and liver tumor). In the distance-calculating cube, all liver parts are independently digitized into a set of rectangular parallelepipeds.
In our simulation and navigation, we used cubes with sizes of 106 mm, 106 mm, and 213 mm along the X, Y, and Z-axes, respectively. In addition, the XY image resolutions of the z-buffer are 2048*2048 pixels. In the z-buffer, a 32-bit variable records the z-value. As a result, an error of about 0.05 nm (=213 mm/232) along the Z-axis and 52 nm (=106 mm/2048) in the XY image were generated. Consequently, a total error of 73.5
International Journal of Bioscience, Biochemistry and Bioinformatics mm appeared in the XYZ space. This is a small issue in our GPU-based algorithm, but doctors have informed us that a distance error of a few mm is not a problem in actual surgical operations.
Recently, we extended the one-directional algorithm to an omni-directional algorithm whose six digitized cubes are independently processed [13] . By overlapping six digitized cubes that individually calculate the one-dimensional shortest Euclidean distance, we can obtain six shorter Euclidean distances, and select the minimum as the shortest Euclidean distance. In addition, we compared the computational costs of one-dimensional and omni-directional algorithms using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950, GTX 960, GTX 970, and GTX 980. As a result, the omni-directional algorithm was found to be ten times or more slower than the one-directional algorithm. In addition, the calculation time of the omni-directional algorithm was found to average 7, 6, 4, and 3.5 milli second, respectively. This means that the switching calculation cost between six digitized cubes is not negligible. 6 . The new algorithm that calculates the shortest distance in parallel from all the Euclidean distances generated by triangulation, based on all pixels and their corresponding depths in six digitized cubes at the same time by GPU-based multi-cores, whose number is about 1000
For example, for an interval [0 mm, 50 mm], we prepare 50 bits which each correspond to 1 mm (Fig. 5) . In order to eliminate this switching cost, we propose a new algorithm that calculates the shortest distance in parallel from all the Euclidean distances generated by triangulation, based on all pixels and their
corresponding depths in six digitized cubes at the same time (Fig. 6) . We precisely describe a new omni-directional shortest distance algorithm for parallel calculations of six digitized cubes by the following pseudo code:
First, the following procedure is simultaneously used for all (one in [9] ) the rectangular parallelepipeds within the six digitized cubes around the CUSA tip along the X, -X, Y, -Y, Z and -Z axes:
An array z-buffer[x,y] initialized to the maximum value begin /* We simultaneously process z-buffering for 6 direction planes */ do A vector d-bits [6] [division-count+1] initialized to 0 /* We receive z-buffers of 6 directions, and process the following procedures in parallel for all pixels with (x,y) coordinates. */ (for each pixel (x,y) in 6 planes that intersects P calculate distance of P at (x,y) in plane of plane-number; /* distance is normalized and digitized as bit-number within 0 -division-count */ calculate bit-number from distance; Multi-cores for all pixels along six directions simultaneously calculate shorter distances and consequently reset specific bits, which establishes the existence of their distances (Fig. 7) . If we recode not only the bit set, but also the closest XYZ value at the same time, we separately record multiple vectors expressed at the proximity point from the scalpel tip, which determines this distance. Because every bit is initialized for each motion, a bit value of 0 means no existence of its corresponding distance within the 3-D omni-directional cubic space.
If all arrays are initialized to 0 before beginning the calculation processes for all pixels in the six directions by the GPUs multi-cores, by searching the arrays from 0 after the parallel processing is finished, we omni-directionally convert the first 1's distance as the shortest distance. The equation is as follows: the shortest distance = the intermediate value of the distance range corresponding to the array number (Fig. 7) . We also obtain the closest XYZ value around the blood vessels in addition to the shortest distance. Using the vector of the CUSA tip and its closest point for the three kinds of blood vessels or the liver tumor, a surgeon can view the optimal motion of the CUSA in our liver surgical navigation study [14] . Fig. 8 . We show a sequence of CUSA motions for cutting a liver tumor by the CUSA from (a) to (f) successively. This is prepared for evaluating the 1D and 3D shortest distance algorithms using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX950.
Results
For the evaluation, we used a smart sequence of CUSA motions for cutting a virtual liver in real time. The virtual liver was represented by plastic material without deformation. When a surgeon cut a plastic liver, the vertices around the cutting area were moved without adding any patch in the virtual liver. In Fig. 8 , we show the six successive stroboscope shots. For this surgical operation sequence, we obtained the
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Volume 8, Number 2, April 2018 Fig. 7 . After the initialization of bit sequence, multi-cores for all pixels along six directions calculate shorter distances in parallel and then reset specific bits, which establishes the existence of their distances. After that, by scanning the bit sequence from right to left, we can find the first 1's distance as the shortest distance.
calculation results using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX950. As shown in Fig. 9 , the calculation speed was two times or more fast than our previous omni-directional shortest distance algorithm. These results were achieved by two trials as follows: (1) the shortest Euclidean distance was calculated in parallel from all the rectangular parallelepipeds within six digitized worlds until the GPU cores were completely used up; (2) we changed M and N by trial and error: the thread count was M * M and the block count was width/M height/M. When the image resolution was N * N, a parallel calculation was performed with a thread count of M M and a block count of N/M N/M. Finally, the following fundamental issues were still left: 1) memory transfer time and transfer time from the GPU to the CPU (parameters and results), and 2) timing; GPU screen update, This calculation takes 3 milli seconds at most in all scenarios of surgical navigation (Fig. 9) . Therefore, a surgeon can always identify useful information. In surgical navigation, portal veins, arteries, vein blood vessels, and the liver tumor are distinguished by different colors. The minimum distance to portal veins, arteries, and vein blood vessels is used for avoiding an incorrect cut. A patient's life is protected by this function during the operation. Fig. 9 . Comparing calculation costs of one-dimensional and omni-directional, completely parallel algorithms using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950.
Conclusion
In this paper, we revised the previous omni-directional shortest distance algorithm for serial calculations of six digitized cubes and consequently constructed a new omni-directional shortest distance algorithm for parallel calculations of six digitized cubes. We then compared the calculation costs of the one-directional and omni-directional algorithms using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950, GTX 960, GTX 970, and GTX 980. We found that the omni-directional, completely parallel algorithm is always three times slower than the one-directional algorithm. If six cube divisions appear, the difference becomes six times or more. Our revised algorithm uses the computation power of the NVIDIA GeForce GTX series by completely eliminating the six cube divisions. The calculation time of the omni-directional, completely parallel algorithm is 3 milli seconds using the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 950. This is two times faster than the previous omni-directional, partially parallel algorithm using the GTX 950. This means that the omni-directional, completely parallel algorithm thoroughly uses the full power of the GPU.
